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BASED ON ARTICLE

COMMENTARY

Objective: Critically ill admitted patients are at high risk of acute kidney injury (AKI). The renal angina 
index (RAI) and urinary biomarker neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (uNGAL) can aid in AKI 
risk assessment. We implemented the Trial in AKI using NGAL and Fluid Overload to optimize CRRT 
Use (TAKING FOCUS 2; TF2) to personalize fluid management and continuous renal replacement 
therapy (CRRT) initiation based on AKI risk and patient fluid accumulation. We compared outcomes 
pre-TF2 and post-TF2 initiation.

Methods: Patients admitted from July 2017 were followed up prospectively with the following: (i) an 
automated RAI result at 12 hours of admission, (ii) a conditional uNGAL order for RAI ≥ 8, and (iii) a 
CRRT initiation goal at 10% to 15% weight-based fluid accumulation.

Results: A total of 286 patients comprised 304 intensive care unit (ICU) RAI+ admissions; 178 patients 
received CRRT over the observation period (2014–2021). Median time from ICU admission to CRRT 
initiation was 2 days shorter (P < 0.002), and ≥15% pre-CRRT fluid accumulation rate was lower in the 
TF2 era (P < 0.02). TF2 ICU length of stay (LOS) after CRRT discontinuation and total ICU LOS was 6 
and 11 days shorter for CRRT survivors (both P < 0.02). Survival rates to ICU discharge after CRRT 
discontinuation were higher in the TF2 era (P ¼ 0.001). These associations persisted in each TF2 year; 
we estimate a conservative $12,500 healthcare cost savings per CRRT patient treated after TF2 
implementation.

Conclusion: We suggest that automated clinical decision support (CDS) combining risk stratification 
and AKI biomarker assessment can produce durable reductions in pediatric CRRT patient morbidity.
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ABSTRACT



1.   With an emphasis on Digital Health, telemedicine is being practised in India using the 
 Telemedicine Practice Guidelines since March 2020. Universal access to a smart phone has made 
 telemedicine a possibility for all. 
2.  A substantial proportion of Pediatric Epilepsy care, particularly for already diagnosed patients, 
 can be provided effectively using telemedicine. This should be vigorously promoted with an aim 
 to improve quality of care and reduce clinician access related treatment gap.1
3.  For Migraine, Neuromuscular and Movement disorders and most other conditions requiring 
 clinical examination, in person visits are essential. 
4.  Initial evaluation of any neurological disorder should be done in person and intermittent follow up 
 care can be through telemedicine. 
5.  Infants and small children should be seen in person. 
6.  Cost effectiveness, infrastructure, location, language and social barriers, financial constraints and 
 the disease condition itself may be an obstacle to teleconsultation. Medical education curricula 
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 should include telemedicine training.  
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IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

THE IMPORTANT OBSERVATIONS ARE:
1. Majority of children with CFS who developed epilepsy had normal post CFS EEG’s. So, this 
 reiterates the fact that EEG need not be always abnormal to predict epilepsy, many other clinical  
 factors play a role. 
2. Abnormal EEG definitely predicts future epilepsy. Amongst children with a post-CFS EEG  
 showing interictal epileptiform discharges, 54% of them developed epilepsy. 
3. Four predictors of future epilepsy in CFS are >3 febrile seizures in 24 hours, interictal epileptiform 
 discharges during post-CFS EEG, family history of afebrile seizures, and age of CFS onset ≥ 3 
 years. 
4. Based on the regression analysis, if a patient had 3 risk factors (family history of afebrile seizures, 3 
 years old or greater at  
 CFS onset, and more than 3 seizures within 24 hours of the CFS event), the predicted probability of 
 developing epilepsy was at least 50%. If the patient had all 4 risk factors (including interictal 
 epileptiform discharges on the index EEG), the probability of developing epilepsy increased to 
 >75%.
5. Though midline-vertex discharges are the most common localisation of epileptiform discharges 
 (52%) in CFS, the development of epilepsy was not associated with any interictal discharge 
 localisation. 
6. Background slowing in interictal EEG was noted but not significantly associated with patients who 
 developed epilepsy. All these changes were seen in early EEGs obtained less than 7 days implying 
 nonspecific acute dysfunction after febrile seizures. 
7. Early EEG (less than 7 days) showed more epileptiform abnormalities (17 %) versus late EEG 
 (9%). No difference in epilepsy development in cohorts with early versus late EEG, however, 
 sample size was small. It needs further prospective studies to make as a guideline. 

The commonest cause of Breath Holding Spells in less than 3 years is Iron Deficiency Anemia as most of 
them are on predominant milk feeds.However Cardiac causes though rare should not be missed while 
evaluating a child with severe Breath Holding spells mimicking ALTE.It is important to do an ECG and 
Echocardiogram to rule out underlying Arrythmia or Congenital Cardiac Defect and also an EEG as these 
episodes can be Seizure mimics. Hence a One time ECG may not be sufficient to make a diagnosis of 
Long QT syndrome which has a grave prognosis and also needs cardiologist consultation and long term 
followup.
Hence in severe cases of Breath Holding spells (Cyanotic or Pallid) one should rule out Long QT 
syndrome and once suspected should always be confirmed with Genetic Tests.

Implications to Practitioners: It is important to get a detailed History and do a thorough physical 
examination of children with Breath Holding spells.Baseline labs include a Hb,RBC Indices and 
Peripheral Smear study as most of these children have underlying Iron Deficiency Anemia and starting 
Iron supplements and reducing milk intake reduces the frequency and severity of spells in most 
situations.A 12 lead ECG,Echocardiogram & EEG are mandatory as second line investigations in 
children with Cyanotic or Pallid Spells in whom IDA has also been ruled out.

IMPLICATION

Inter ictal EEG abnormalities can offer valuable insights into the potential for the development of 
epilepsy in children who experience complex febrile seizure
While EEG finding can be a significant predictor they should be interpreted in the context of other 
clinical factors.
It is it is vital for paediatrician to remain updated in this evolving field as improved predictive measures 
can guide clinical decision making and patient counselling.

COMMENTARY

Acute kidney injury (AKI) is common, affecting approximately one-third of critically sick children with 
diverse etiology. Higher stages of AKI are associated with both short-term and long-term morbidity and 
mortality. The traditional marker by which AKI has been diagnosed for years is serum creatinine, which 
cannot distinguish true structural AKI from functional volume-responsive AKI. Besides serum 
creatinine levels are influenced by several nonrenal factors such as age, gender, muscle mass, medication 
use, hydration status, and nutrition status. Currently, the usage of uNGAL has been established as an 
early AKI biomarker to improve the detection of AKI and the provision of early interventions. 

Irrespective of underlying causes, once AKI, the treatment is primarily supported by dialytic or non-
dialytic therapy (kidney replacement therapy), essentially focusing on the management of fluid and 
electrolytes. Risk stratifications by RAI (≥ 8) is a reliable tool in predicting the high risk of severe AKI in 
critically sick children.

Fluid overload may not just indicate but also lead to AKI by affecting multiple organs. Several studies 
indicate that the degree of fluid overload correlates with mortality, with a 19% increase in risk for every 
liter of fluid overload and 6% for every percentage point increment. However, the decision for the timing 
of initiation of CRRT is still debatable and variable. The current trial integrated uNGAL (≥ 500ng/ml) 
with RAI (≥ 8) and fluid overload to optimize CRRT use (TAKING FOCUS 2; TF2) to personalize fluid 
management and continuous renal replacement therapy (CRRT) initiation. The study compares pre-TF-
2(n=71) with TF-2 (n=107) cohorts, which showed 1) median time from ICU admission to CRRT 
initiation was 2 days shorter (P < 0.002), 2) ≥ 15% pre-CRRT fluid accumulation rate was lower in the 
TF2 (P < 0.02), 3) TF2 ICU length of stay (LOS) after CRRT discontinuation and 4) total ICU LOS were 
6 and 11 days shorter for CRRT survivors with reduced health care cost. 

Therefore, prevention of AKI is the key to avoiding complications in acute care settings by clinical 
decision support (CDS) combining risk stratification and AKI biomarker assessment can produce 
durable reductions in pediatric CRRT patient morbidity.  
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